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  Galerie Catherine & André Hug  presents Natalie Christensen a contemporary 

photographer,   mixing with ingenuity minimalism and abstraction. 
Natalie Christensen has an inimitable, and enchanting, focus on the exploration of 

the more banal peripheral landscapes that often go unnoticed by the casual observer. "I 
quickly became aware that these isolated moments in the suburban landscape were 
rich with metaphor. Closed and open doors, empty parking lots and forgotten 
swimming pools draw me to a scene; yet it was my reactions to these objects and 
spaces that elicited interpretation and projection." 
"The symbols and spaces in my images are an invitation to explore a rich world that is 
concealed from consciousness, and an enticement to contemplate narratives that have 
no remarkable life yet tap into something deeply familiar to our experience; often 
disturbing, sometimes amusing...unquestionably present." 
 
In Santa Fe where she lives , her work is inspired by commonplace architecture and 
streetscapes. She realizes that the places she frequents for her images are probably not 
what people visualize when they think of Santa Fe, a major tourist destination with a 
carefully cultivated image. "I don't have to go anywhere special to make my 
photography; instead I find my images around shopping centers, apartment complexes 
and office parks." Choosing to shoot in locations that may be viewed as uninteresting or 
even visually off-putting, Christensen finds this challenging, to "see" something hidden 
in plain sight, noting "it is our nature to ignore what is unpleasant, but sometimes I get 
a glimpse of the sublime in these ordinary places. When I find it, it feels like I have 
discovered gold." 
 Based in Santa Fe, New Mexico, United States, she has exhibited her photographs in the 
U.S. and internationally, including Santa Fe, New York, Brooklyn, Los Angeles, London, 
Berlin and Barcelona 
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